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for my teachers
Kelly Manison & Sebastian Yeaman

with love

My heartfelt thanks go to those people who directly, indirectly, or even

inadvertently helped with this novel. These include the staff at

HarperCollins, Stuart Barr, Louise Bassett, Sean Braidwood, Jeremy G.

Byrne, Adele Chynoweth, Bill Congr eve, Fiona Daniels, Jack Dann,

Bill Gee, Laura Harris, Edwina Harvey , Nick Linke (happy now?),

Martin J. Livings, Peter McNamara, Jo Miller , Ryan Meyer, Jessica

Sopp-Williams, Lucy Sussex, Shaun T an, Louise Thurtell, Geor ge

Turner, Janeen Webb (for the title), Christyna & Heather W illiams,

and (well, okay) Rachel Yeaman.

In particular, I would like to thank Simon Brown, Shane Dix, Rus-

sell B. Farr (for the other title), K. J. McKenzie, and Jonathan Strahan

for support beyond all reasonable expectations.

The background of this novel is loosely based on that of the shor t

stories “A View Before Dying,” “On the Road to T arsus,” and “New

Flames for an Old Love,” pr eviously published by Eidolon Publica -

tions and MirrorDanse Books.



“Some people may think it is just common sense (or just good scien-

tific thinking) to suppose you are nothing but a particular living, phys-

ical organism—a moving mound of atoms—but in fact this idea

exhibits a lack of scientific imagination, not hard-headed sophistica-

tion. One doesn’t have to believe in ghosts to believe in selves that have

an identity that transcends any particular living body. . . .

“Is that infernal machine [T eleClone Mark IV] a tele porter—a

mode of transportation—or, as the brand name suggests, a sort of mur-

dering twinmaker?”

Douglas R. Hofstadter & Daniel C. Dennet,

THE MIND’s I: Fantasies & Reflections on Self & Soul,
Basic Books Inc. (USA), 1981;

“Introduction” by Daniel C. Dennet only.

“Confronted with a broken vase, we have two choices: we can either

throw it away or fix it. If we try to fix it, we know even before starting

that there is no way to restore the vase to its former condition, regard-

less how skilful our repairs might be. The mended cracks will only be

concealed, not erased. The latter , according to the laws of thermody -

namics, is impossible.

“Why should it be different with d-mat? No nation or body of

nations can give KTI a mandate suf ficient to change the laws of

physics. How, therefore, can we believe that the human mind, once

broken, can ever be unbroken?”

K. R. Mancheff & A. L. Carlaw, Soul Pollution,

Row R Press (Quebec), 2042.



Magnus: I put it to you! Are you the r eal Inspector Hound?

Moon: You know damn well I’m not! What’s it all about? I didn’t

kill anyone!

Magnus: I thought as much.

Tom Stoppard, The Real Inspector Hound, 1968

Note: A list of acronyms can be found on pp. 523–24.





She was perfect, the best yet.

Her hair was golden-blonde

with white streaks; probably not

natural, although her eyebrows

matched. Her skin was fair with no

piercings or visible tattoos; her

weight was in pr oportion to her

height, which was slightly over

average; her irises wer e green and,

in accordance with the latest

fashion, ringed with gold. When

she bent to pick up a smart card

she’d dropped, he saw freckles

dusting the gentle valley between

her breasts.
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He had been watching her for two hours from the safety of his VR

feed, patched into the Global Information & Traffic Correlation Hard-

ware network via the backdoor he had installed for his own private use.

Having spotted her by chance while browsing through a European

branch of the GLITCH network, he had kept careful track of her since

by jumping from camera to camera whenever she threatened to move

out of range. His persistence had proven worthwhile: the more he

studied her, the more certain he was of her suitability.

She had obviously come to W ien to shop for the day , probably

from one of the more affluent nations like New Soviet Russia, Modern-

ized China or the United Republics of Australasia, whose economies

had had less gr ound to make up after the Slow W ar. She had already

purchased several items of jewellery and two new outfits, all tailored

on the spot rather than for m-fit by nanos, even though nanos wer e

cheaper. She had arranged for one of the garments to be delivered to

her home the next day . A bodysuit swung in a recycled plastic bag

alongside her legs. Maybe she planned to wear it later that night.

He imagined her undr essing and slipping into the outfit, the

smooth silk of the bodysuit gliding over naked skin, caressing taut

stomach and thighs, tightening over firm but pleasantly rounded but-

tocks and br easts, followed by the active wrap, a rapidly changing

rainbow of fluorescent blues, violets and greens that draped from one

shoulder to the opposite knee. She had chosen well, he admitted to

himself. The wrap would distract the eye from, but not truly conceal,

the body beneath. A connoiseur would know what lay in store after a

patient, or perhaps merely persistent, seduction.

He knew such a garment would be easy to remove, gripped in a

clenched fist and ripped aside with a single, sudden pull.

Instead of pursuing the fantasy, however, he reassessed her current

attire. Jeans would never go out of fashion, it seemed, despite being so

damned inflexible. Her feet would be sweating in the canvas sneakers.

The warm weather allowed a halter top, tie-dyed in purple and
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yellow—no bra. Her hair was pulled back in a ponytail, but loosely; a

few strands hung free of the elastic, reflecting the natural highlights of

the sun.

He smiled. She was fashionably shallow , then, caught in the cur-

rent trend (known by fools who cared as “Century Retro”) that harked

back to the late 1960s. He didn’t disapprove of such affectations, even

though he was wary of the glamour they occasionally cast. Another

time, he had been surprised by a woman who had seemed just as

shallow as the one he was watching now . She had been volatile, and

had retaliated unexpectedly. He had been left feeling unsatisfied and

guilty—emotions he did not normally associate with his work while

at work.

It had only happened the once. He had been even more careful

since then to avoid such frustration.

The girl sidestepped a cloud of blurs that danced by an entrance to

a covered mall, seemingly unperturbed by their asexual abandon. Once

again, he admired the way her hair caught the light and congratulated

himself on his skill at finding her. No program, no matter how sophis-

ticated, could have captured that hue. The pattern matchers he some-

times employed could only compare features against his list of require-

ments, record the number of cor relations and present him with a list

of likely women. Where was the soul in that? Where was the art?

It was mor e personal this way, more like hunting, and ther efore

more rewarding at the end of the day . . . . When he found what he was

looking for, that is, regardless of whether he acted upon the opportunity

or not. Which he had not finally decided in this particular case. Yet.

But he would soon. He wanted only one more sign—proof that

this was the woman he wanted.

He didn’t have to wait long. Konigsplatz, as well as being a fash-

ionable shopping district, was home to a dispr oportionate number of

proselytes and would-be philosophers—including irreligious yists,

radically progressive RAFT ers, and LongLife wannabes—but most
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prominent among the arm-wavers and ranters competing for a slice of

the passing market was, as always, WHOLE.

It went perfectly. She tried to avoid them as most people did—

most people, that is, who opted for Full-Disclosure over high taxes

ostensibly because they had nothing to hide but in fact because they

were greedy like everyone else. But she was too striking to escape

WHOLE’s clutches so easily. One of its enviro-spiritual activists pur-

sued her, thrust a pamphlet into her hand, then backed quickly away

to avoid claims of harassment.

She glanced down at the pamphlet, wrinkled her nose in distaste,

and threw it into the nearest bin.

He caught a glimpse of the pamphlet befor e the recycling unit at

the bottom of the bin sucked it away . The message it proclaimed was

brief, simple and, for a change, accurate. It and her r eaction to it

helped him decide, at that moment, to make her his next.

“The D In D-mat,” said the pamphlet she had dismissed so readily,

“Is For Death.”

Yes, he thought. Yes.
She really was the perfect victim.
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